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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
Children that have problems with reading that adversely
affect learning ability appear at every grade level of our
public schools.

In the total school population it is esti-

mated that approximately eight to fifteen per cent of the
pupils have varying degrees of reading disabilities (2:2).
Some teachers have one or two problem readers; while other
teachers say that one-third of the class read too poorly to
do the classroom work properly (7:1).
This problem grows in severity as the child progresses
through the grades.

Compulsory education and the increasing

reluctance of teachers to retain students puts an increasing
number of poor readers into the high schools.

"In some local-

ities a fourth of the high school freshman class will score
no more than grade six on a standard reading test. 11 (7:240)
By the high school level it is estimated that the majority
of homework depends on reading.

The reading becomes more

complicated because of more abstract and involved idea difficulties (7:243).

The problem reader soon experiences a feel-

ing of failure where reading is involved and this may transfer
to other school subjects.
his personality are:

The most common ways this affects

withdrawing, escape, self-assertion,

boasting, belittling, antagonism, and mental disorders (7:3-11).
Any of these manifestations can mean discipline problems for
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the teacher.

The other children in the classroom may also be

distracted.

The individual with a reading disability will be

affected for his whole lifetime if the disability is allowed
to continue.
Some pupils, of necessity, must make slow reading progress because of an intelligence level that is below normal.
The problem readers of average intelligence or above may have
problems adverse to growth in reading in one or more of the
following areas:

environmental, physical, emotional, physio-

logical, or neurological.

These same problems may be found

in readers of below average intelligence, however, the problems may be manifested in a different way.

This experiment is

concerned with certain problem readers who possess the physiological problem of having a mixed lateral dominance.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

Orton suggests the hypoth-

esis that a clear cut unilaterality of cerebral brain dominance
must be established or confusion arises which prevents the
reader from making an immediate success linkage of the visual
stimulus with its meaning (16:82).

The failure to establish

this clear cut unilateral brain dominance is a physiological
impediment.

The mirroreading board built by William C.

Barger was designed to help problem readers overcome this
physiological impediment.
The hypothesis of this study is that the mirroreading
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board technique can be very beneficial to the above described
problem reader.

By the use of this technique, for a relatively

short period of time, the pupil can overcome this physiological
impediment and advance more rapidly in general reading ability
than would be possible with normal classroom group instruction.
Need for this study.

A great mass of materials has

been developed for remedial reading use.

Since some of these

may be valuable, and other questionable, more people need to
try them in an impartial, critical way and share these findings
with others (18:176).

The purpose of this study was to take

one remedial reading device, the mirroreading board, and to
do an objective, critical experiment to show how effective
this device is with certain problem readers who have the
physiological impediment of a mixed lateral dominance.

Harris

says this is a promising new technique as yet too new to be
evaluated.

It needs to be tried out carefully in independent

experimental research studies (11:257).

II.
Reading.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

The reader brings the total fund of his

experiences to the printed page to gain recognition and
meaning from the printed symbols.

This is a three-step

process of perception, recognition, and interpretation.
Mirroreading board.

The mirroreading board is composed

of a green flocked baseboard, a mirror at a seventy degree
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angle and a barrier to prevent the reader from seeing the
reading material lying on the baseboard.

See Figure one,

located on page 5.
Reading in the mirror.

The reader sees the material

in the mirror when the barrier is up and the material is lying
flat on the baseboard at the base of the mirror.

This is

called reading in the mirror and the pupil sees only the
mirror image as shown in Figure two, located on page 5 (1:18).
Reading outside the mirror.

The reader holds the read-

ing material in the natural reading position and looks directly
at the printed page.
Problem reader.

The problem reader is defined as a

reader who is one full grade level or more below his grade
placement on reading test scores, and, also, in his performance in the classroom.
Mixed lateral dominance.

When the dominant eye, hand,

and foot are not all on the same side of the body, the person
is said to have a mixed lateral dominance.

Therefore, that

person does not have a unilateral cerebral dominance.
III.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

In order to get a more exact measure of the effect of
the mirror technique, pupils with below average intelligence,
bilingual background, physical handicap, or obvious emotional
disturbance were not considered for this experiment.
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IV.

ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE STUDY

Chapter II deals with the area of remedial reading:
the causes of remedial reading problems, and the forms of
remedial instruction.

The chapter also includes the back-

ground and details of the mirroreading board technique.

The

development of the experiment is outlined in Chapter III.
The home interview with the mother of each subject is presented in Chapter IV.

The daily anecdotal records of each

pupil, during the instructional period, is detailed in
Chapter V.

The Gates Primary Reading Tests, given before

and after the ten-week instructional period, are reported
in Chapter VI.

Findings, conclusions, and suggestions for

further research are given in the concluding chapter.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Reading is an important basic tool to transmit knowledge.

Today, our over-all fund of knowledge is increasing

at an alarming rate.

This puts a great stress on our schools

to educate more pupils to become proficient, rapid readers.
Today, as in the schools of the past, reading
is one of the most important tool subjects. The
emphasis, however, is now placed on reading to
learn, rather than on learning to read just to
be able to read as in the early schools. The need
for reading ability mounted as the variety of school
activities in which pupils engaged increased.
Mathematics, science, the social studies, and
literature present a variety of reading problems
to children, which increase in difficulty and
complexity as they progress from grade to grade.
Children must read extensively in modern schools,
not only for information but also for a knowledge
of values controlling intelligent social living;
therefore, pupils must be equipped with skills to
enable them to read with proficiency (4:3f).
Yet, with thirty plus pupils in a classroom and many
poor readers being promoted to the next grade because of
social adjustment, our public schools have problem readers
in the majority of our classrooms.

It has been estimated

that between eight to fifteen per cent of the pupils have
varying degrees of reading disabilities (4:2).

Educators

felt a need to rectify this situation; the field of remedial
reading was started to meet this need.

The term remedial

reading instruction is defined in the following quotation.
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We may define remedial reading as instruction
in the mechanics of the reading process of an
individual or group who, after five or six semesters of instruction, have not mastered reading
skills well enough to deal independently with
books and who are segregated from normal groups
for instruction by a teacher with special ability
in diagnosing causes of reading disabilities and
in teaching basic reading skills (18:239).
Causes of Remedial Reading Problems
However, many authors agree with Gates when he makes
this statement about diagnosing for causes of reading disability.
That most reading disability can be traced to
visual defects or to strephosymbolia or other
dominance factors or to emotional instability or
any other single factor is a pretty thoroughly
discredited assumption (5:48).
He goes on to say it is the increasing practice to
spread the diagnostic net wide and it usually brings in a
variety of problems, some of them rather surprising.

The

causes for the majority of reading disability problems are
found in the following general categories.
Physical factors.

There are numerous, underlying

physical factors that may contribute to reading disabilities.
Maturation can be affected by defective or delayed cerebral
development.

There are also problems under kinesthesia devel-

opment, such as:

eye-hand coordination, eye coordination,

eye movements, and spatial orientation (7:57-67).
"It seems axiomatic that ocular comfort and visual
efficiency are desirable prerequisites for easy reading 11 (3:85).
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Vision and hearing are all too often checked routinely and
superficially and problems are allowed to go undetected.
Robinson claims as high as 73 per cent of the disabled readers
have vision problems (17:164).

There is a great instance of

hyperopia or farsightedness causing reading difficulties;
while myopia or nearsightedness is seldom connected with
reading difficulties (3:87).
Any glandular disturbance, malnutrition, fatigue or
any other condition which lowers the child's vitality will
affect his ability to learn (3:98).
Emotional factors.

A feeling of self-consciousness,

instability, or reading tenseness will usually have an adverse
affect on the child's reading ability.

The child's emotional

involvement with his teacher, his parents, or his peers can
be of such a nature as to hinder his reading performance.

A

short attention span and a dislike for reading are two difficult problems with which teachers must cope (2:56).
Psychological factors.

Inadequate concepts or percep-

tion is more frequently found in children from low socioeconomic environments.
Some children cannot associate ideas or anticipate
meanings (2:57).

The majority of these children are found

to have a very limited experiential background.
Language factors.

A meager vocabulary is usually the
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result of a lack of experiences.

The teacher must then try

to provide additional experiences, through a more artificial
means, in the classroom.
has a school handicap.

The child from a bilingual home
He usually requires more individual

or small group instruction.
Home factors.

Parents of·cen need a broader knowledge

of what to expect of a child at a given age.

It is not

uncommon for parents to pressure or overprotect their children.
In some homes sibling rivalry may become overly intense and
affect the child's avenue of learning.

The shifting emphasis

of mother, father roles is causing much confusion in the
homes of today (12:180-185).
Pedagogical factors.

Inadequate instructional mater-

ials, faulty teaching techniques, and the teacher's personality are the three areas in pedagogy that can frequently
create problems for the young reader (3:115).

Sometimes an

individual may have trouble because of frequent school
transfers.
Neuro-physiological factors.

Delacato claims that

seventy per cent of all cases of reading retardation have
problems in the neurological realm (6:14).

In the extensive

study he did with forty-five boys, who were retarded readers,
over forty showed some lack of unilaterality.

Between

thirty and forty showed the tendency to write and read
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backwards in the first grade (6:7-8).

Barger refers to the

child with a mixed lateral dominance as a child having a
physiological impediment (1:1).

As stated in Chapter I,

page two, Orton was the f'irst to state this lack of a clearcut unilaterality in an individual would cause reading disability.

Our culture puts pressure on the children to be

right handed.

The "mixed dextrals" are the children with

the right hand dominant and the left eye dominant.

These

children are frequently found among problem readers (8:16).
Forms of Remedial Reading Instruction
Monroe says the most valuable aspects of remedial
reading instruction are:

the child competes only with him-

self, he gets more personal attention from a well-qualified
teacher, and the teacher can study the child's problems in
depth (14:102).

The pupil receiving remedial reading instruc-

tion is in a much more highly individualized situation.
Three types of approach to remedial reading instruction are frequently used.

First, the teacher tries to

remove all conditions within the child or his environment
that are adverse to learning.
special techniques or machines.

Second, the teacher uses
Third, the teacher uses the

best methods of teaching reading in a slower, more individualized way (5:43).

In all three instances, ''the teacher"

refers to a person who is well trained in diagnosing and
instructing pupils with reading disabilities.
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The first type of approach may require vision correction by the use of glasses.

A very comprehensive physical

examination is often included.

Sometimes parent conferences

are needed to smooth out home tensions or disciplinary problems.
The second type of approach would include Fernald's
kinaesthetic method of trace-sound-say.

The tachistoscope,

the pace setter, and the controlled reader are all machines
that are in use today.

Most of these stress improving eye

movements without regressions.

The non-oral technique of

McDade or the phono-analytical technique of Bloomfield have
never become very widely used (10:184).

The critics of

these techniques say they develop readers who are word
callers only.

The mirroreading board is a technique devised

by Barger to help those disabled readers with a certain
physiological impediment.
The third type of approach has many advocates.
in this group are:

Included

Gray, Hildreth, Bond and Tinker, Betts,

Dolch, Smith and others.

All of these advocate an approach

that includes controlled vocabulary, use of context clues,
whole word recognition, and a whole word phonetic approach.
All of the above should be done with a wide variety of reading
materials which interest the pupil.

Reading should be made

an enjoyable experience which fulfills a need.

It is assumed

the well-trained remedial reading teacher has done thorough
diagnostic work with each child before instruction begins.
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The Mirroreading Board Technique
To date, there is a dirth of research reporting using
the mirroreading board technique.

In a review of this tech-

nique, Harris states that this is a promising new technique
as yet too new to be evaluated.

It needs to be tried out

carefully in independent, experimental research studies (11:
257).

Harris did not conduct any research studies on the

mirror technique.

Wayne Wrightstone gave an oral report of

his experimental study using the mirror technique, but the
results of this study have not been published.
Background.

The mirror technique using the mirroread-

ing board was devised and introduced by Dr. William Barger in
1952.

Since this time it has been used primarily in the

schools of New York City and in the Essex County Guidance
Center, East Orange, New Jersey.

It has also been used in

some private schools and for private tutoring.

It is esti-

mated this technique has helped around five hundred reading
disability cases (1:111).

To date no statistical findings

have been published.
Mirror technique defined.

The mirror technique is a

neuro-medical procedure in educational instruction, used with
the mirroreading board, for the physiological resolution of
reading disability characterized by a mixed lateral dominance,
directional confusion in inversion and reversal of reading
material.

Children with reading disability associated with
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an unadjusted mixed lateral dominance and strephosymbolia,
twisted symbol perception, can have the disability minimized
or corrected with the use of this technique (1:111).
Description of the mirroreading board.

The mirroread-

ing board consists of a baseboard finished in green flock, a
mirror, and two cardboard barriers which differ in size.

The

mirror goes in the longer, wider groove of the baseboard at a
seventy-degree angle toward the reader.
the groove.

The barrier goes in

The material to be read is placed on the base-

board between the mirror and the barrier.

The teacher can

read the material properly by looking over the barrier but
the pupil should see only the mirror image of the material.
See Figures one and two, Chapter I, page five (1:17-18).
Materials.

The first reading material used with the

mirroreading board should be below the pupil's determined
reading level.
ing of success.
will be used.

It is hoped this will give the pupil a feelLow vocabulary, high interest level books
The material chosen will not have been previously

used by the pupil.

Dolch word-cards and phrase-cards will be

used to introduce new words and to reinforce others (1:46).
Instructional procedures.

At first, the procedure of

reading the material in the mirror and immediately reading
the same material outside the mirror is used.

Begin with a

word-card, then to a phrase-card, then to a sentence, then
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to a paragraph, until this is lengthened to a page.
pupil will need individual pacing.

Each

Still later, the pupil

will read the story silently without the mirroreading board,
before working with the teacher.
words will be shown in the mirror.

Eventually, only difficult
The pupil usually uses

the mirror only a few months (1:47-49).
The instructor.

A qualified instructor must be com-

pletely familiar with all aspects of this technique.

This

includes the dominance tests and the diagnostic mirror examination.

He should know the various remedial reading methods

and how to relate them to the mirror technique and use them
with the mirroreading board.

The complications which might

retard progress should be known by him, as well as when to
discontinue the use of the mirroreading board (1:14-15).
Children who can profit from this remediation.

The

history of the dominance of the child and his family should
be obtained.

Reports from parents and teachers should be

studied and examples of the child's written work obtained.
The dominance tests, as explained in Chapter III of the manual
by Barger, should be carefully administered.

A specific

diagnostic mirror examination should be given to evaluate
the child's interest and response (1:30-32).

CHAPTER III
DEVELOPMENT OF THE EXPERIMENT
In an attempt to answer the question, can mixed lateral
dominance problem readers be helped significantly by a relatively short period of instruction on the mirroreading board,
the following experiment was instituted.
Selection of Subjects
There are about two hundred third graders in the Wapato
Primary School.

All third grade problem readers without the

following limitations:

below-average intelligence, bilingual

background, physical handicap, or obvious emotional disturbance, were considered for this experiment.

The mixed lateral

dominance tests were administered individually to all of the
twenty-four third grade problem readers that remained for
consideration.

The test was given on September 26, 1965.

The mixed lateral dominance check list, given in Table
I, lists the types of dominance tests that were given.

The

administration of each test is described in detail by William
Barger in the mirroreading board manual (1:23-26).
that was used by the pupil was carefully noted.

The eye

In most of

the tests, ie. thumb fold and leg cross, the dominate side
was put on top quickly.
was repeated.

If any hesitation occurred, the test

TABLE I
MIXED LATERAL DOMINANCE
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Oa te ••••••• , •••• , ••••••••••

Check List

Fi 1 e NO,

Name,,,,., •• , •••••••••••••••••• ,., •• , ••• •••••• ••• ••••

f•r aae with the
Bar.er Mirrer Teeh•i'l'le for Diffiealt

Birth Date •••••••••••••••••••••••••

Rrader~

1.Q. ••••••••••••

School •••••• , ••••••••• ,,, •• , •••• , •• Grade,, ••••••••••
Reading Grade by

Function-Level

Preli•inary

Standard Test ••• , ••• ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' '

in Grade,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

Remarks

1. Obaervatlon:

(a) Check initial observation as the
child enters the room.

- - - -- - -- - - - --- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- --

(Note preffllrred hondJ

(b) flas handedness ever changed in
the child?

--------------------------------------------------

(c) Obtain a history of left-sided
preference in the family, or of
ambidexterity,(BJood rolativ•• onlyl

2. History:
Comment on the presence of inversals,
reversals, or directional confusions
in the child's written work at home,
school, during diagnostic examination, or in pronunciation.

3. Eye: I Ch•ck
(a) Tube test

preferred

-

l eft

Do•inaaee Teat•

-uaa.mu
Right Amb i. :nominunrf' Te" t
1

~

(Continued)

Left

Right Amb i.

R. Turninq:

•r•I

(a) Sta11rl ing

rosi tion.

--------------- - --- -- - -- --- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - -- . -- ------------- - - - - -· -- --( f<ir, r-e vreferred side)

(b) Aperture test (close object)
(C)

ii.

(b) ~al

Aperture test (distant object)

Hand:
(a) Preferred hand for writing,

---- ---------- -- -(b) Preferred hand for other activi ties.

(Note

q.

- - ---

Lower Extremities:
St Pp-off

- - Thi;;h
- - -action
- -- - - - - - - --- - -

(a)

6. Forearm Fold

7. Throwing a ba 11
( Shouldu 9i rd!.J

--

~---

- - - - -- - - - - - -- ------ - - ----- - ------ - - -- -- - - -- - - ----- - -- - --- -- - - - - - -- - -- -- ----- - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - -- -- ---

( h)

'-

(C)

5. Thumb Fo Id

king in a circle.

prl!'ferred di. recti on)

LPg croRs

'-

(rl) AnklP cross

(!!)

Kicidng

( f)

llopning

-llBIJl:alr

Examiner·····••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
School •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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The eight pupils showing the most evidence of mixed
lateral dominance, and showing the greatest ability to read
in the mirror when seated at the mirroreading board were
selected for this experiment.

They included:

two Indian

children, Jerome and Christine; one Mexican child, David;
and five Caucasian children, Farrel, Randy, Foster, Linda,
and Rhonda.
The test results of the eight pupils selected is given
in Table II.

It should be noted that four of the pupils are

"mixed dextralsn; that is, right-handed, left-eyed.

As noted

in Chapter II, page eleven, these children often appear among
problem readers.
Background of Subjects
Seven of this group had taken the Detroit Intelligence
Test in the first grade.
of four to six pupils.

This test was administered in groups
These recorded intelligence quotients

of the seven pupils were:

Rhonda, 114; Randy, 113; Foster, 113;

Jerome, 98; Christine, 95; Farrel, 94; David, 90.

Linda was

a transfer student and had not taken this test.
The accumulative folders revealed David, Jerome,
Christine, and Farrel were older than the other four pupils
because they were retained in the first grade.
Both David's and Farrel's families had pronounced
accents.

David's family speaks English in the home but the

parents have a strong accent from their Spanish speaking
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF THE MIXED LATERAL DOMINANCE TESTS
Left

Child

Right

Randy

Eyes

Handedness
Turning
Lower extremities

Rhonda

Eyes
Thumb fold
Turning

Handedness
Lower extremities

Linda

Lower extremities

Eyes
Handedness
Turning

Jerome

Lower extremities
Turning

Eyes
Handedness

David

Turning
Step off
Thigh action

Eyes
Handedness
Kicking
Hopping
Leg cross
Ankle cross

Foster

Turning
Lower extremities

Eyes
Handedness

Christine

Eyes
Turning
Lower extremities

Handedness

Farrel

Eyes
Thumb fold

Handedness
Turning
Lower extremities
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background.

Farrel's family was from Arkansas.

Christine

was going to the speech therapist during the time of this
experiment.

Jerome and Farrel had been to the speech thera-

pist in previous years.
Instructional Period
The instruction period began on October 1, 1965, and
closed on December 20, 1965.

Each pupil received from twenty-

eight to thirty, twenty-minute periods of instruction.

Each

of the eight subjects were scheduled to come individually
for these periods of instruction on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday mornings for ten weeks.

The small room used for this

instruction was also the office of the principal of the
building.

However, she did not use her office during the

time of the instruction.

There were a few interruptions by

the secretary of the building.
Materials.

The materials used are listed in Table III.

The books were new to the pupils.
word-cards and phrase-cards.

All of the pupils used the

The pupils were allowed to

choose, within ability limits, the book or story they wanted
to read.
Series.

Four of the boys read only from the Sailor Jack
The Indian pupils preferred books about Indians.

Instruction.

In an effort to meet the requirements

requested in the manual, the instructor watched for opportunities in the teaching process to teach word attack skills.
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TABLE III
MATERIALS USED IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL PERIOD

Word Cards--three hundred basic words by Edward Frye.
Sight Phrase Cards--by Edward W. Dolch.
Wasserman, Selma and Jack. Sailor Jack and Homer Potts.
Chicago: Benefic Press, 1961.

.

Sailor Jack and Bluebell.

•

Sailor Jack and His New Friend.

~--1-9-60.

~-...P_r_e-ss,

Chicago:

1966.

Benefic Press,

Chicago:

Benefic

Duncan, C.D., and S.A. Thorn. Health Science Books, Let's
See Why. Chicago: Beckley Cardy, 1953.
Nolen, B. (Ed.) Health Science Books, Do and Dare.
D.C. Heath and Co., 1955.

Boston:

Books About Indian Children
Chandler, E.W. Tall Boy and the Coyote.
Press, 1961.
Morcomb, M.

Red Feather.

Chicago:

Chicago:

Benefic

Lyons and Carahan, 1963.
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Configuration, context clues, phonetic analysis, and some
structural analysis was included in the word attack skills.
The "whole" word or "analytic" method of phonetic analysis
was presented.
mirror first.
paragraph.

All of the material was presented in the
Usually the material was no longer than a

After the first reading in the mirror the mater-

ial was immediately read a second time outside of the mirror.
Home interviews.

One home interview with the mother

was conducted in the home of each pupil.

To keep the ques-

tionnaire and the interview from being too lengthy, only a
few pertinent aspects about the physical arrangement and the
reading atmosphere were included.

This information will be

used to show that certain home conditions may contribute to
the child's learning problem.
Anecdotal records.

Complete anecdotal records were

kept daily during the instructional period.

A vivid picture

of the individualized reaction of each pupil to the experiment was recorded.

These records reveal the pupil's progress

in making the transition to reading outside the mirror.
These records helped in evaluating whether a ten-week period
of instruction was long enough for each pupil.
Testing.

The Gates Primary Reading Test was given as

a pretest on September 28, 1965, and again as a post-test on
December 21, 1965.

This test has three parts:

sentence
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reading, word recognition, and paragraph reading.

The three

parts of this test should show in a concrete way the amount
and the type of progress made by each pupil.

See the Appendix

for a copy of each test.
Collection and interpretation of the data.

The infor-

mation in the home interview questionnaire was collected by
the writer going into each home and talking with the mother.
All subjective remarks of the eight pupils were carefully
recorded in the anecdotal records, on a daily basis.
The actual testing, using the Gates Primary Reading
Tests, was done by the principal of the Wapato Primary
School.

The correction of the tests was done by the writer.

The results of the testing were obtained and tabulated in an
objective manner.

The interpretation of the test data was

made on the basis of an objective comparison of the pretest
and post-test scores achieved by the subjects.

This, in turn,

was compared to the reading growth expected of a non-disabled
reader on this particular test.
The results of the home interviews were treated
descriptively.

CHAPTER IV
HOME INTERVIEWS
The home interviews were conducted in an effort to
ascertain the physical aspects and reading atmosphere conditions which would affect the child's ability to learn to
read.

The purpose of the home interview was to discover if

there were home conditions that were adverse to achievement
in reading.

One interview, about thirty minutes in length,

was held in the home of each child.

At the close of this

chapter the interview questionnaire and the findings are
presented in detail.
It was explained to each mother that this was a project for college.

They were also told that their child was

obtaining some individual help with his reading.
In six homes the mothers were interviewed.

In one

home the maternal grandmother, and in another home, the
older sister, were the substitute mothers and the interviewees.
At four homes the fathers were present, however, they never
participated in the interview.
In each home interview the questionnaire was held by
the interviewer.

The questions were asked in an informal,

friendly manner.

Brief notes were taken.

Some questions,

i.e., eleven and twelve, were not asked directly.
answers were gained by observation.

The
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Randy
In Randy's six-room house he shared a bedroom with a
six-year-old brother.

His mother was concerned about his

lack of progress in reading, and she said Randy was very
reluctant to read aloud at home.

She seldom has time to

listen to him read since she works thirteen hours a day,
six days each week.

This family used the public library and

bought reading materials for the home.

Randy crawled a short

time and walked by ten months of age.
Rhonda
At the time of the interview, Rhonda lived with her
maternal grandparents.
was nineteen months old.
four years old.

She had not seen her father since she
Her mother was killed when she was

The grandmother said both Rhonda and her

younger sister were spoiled for about a year after the death
of their mother.

During that year, Rhonda was very temper-

mental.

One bedroom was shared by Rhonda and her younger

sister.

There was a twelve-year-old uncle in the home, also.

This family used the public library and read a daily newspaper.
Linda
Linda's mother showed much concern over their small
income to provide for five children.

For this reason, no

newspapers, magazines, or books were purchased for the home.
The

fami~y

did not use the library because it was inconvenient.
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Linda shared a bedroom with her younger sister, but, since
it was never heated, its use was limited.

The mother encour-

aged all of the children to do their school assignments.
The television was not turned on until the school work was
finished.
Jerome
Large, open archways connected the three rooms of
Jerome's house.

Jerome could choose whether to sleep in the

living room or the bedroom.
slept in each room.

Four or five family members

The mother showed very little interest

in the children and was reluctant to be interviewed.
told Jerome to tell the teacher she was never home.

She
Jerome's

father bought a newspaper several times a week and an occasional
magazine.

The children had to stop using the public library

because the books were too often mislaid or lost.

Jerome

spends much of his time roaming the countryside with an older
brother.
David
David slept in the living room of his three-room house.
The parent's bed and the television were also in the living
room.

David's mother cannot read, but the father did read

to the children when they were younger.
bought a newspaper from the newsstand.

The father frequently
None of the family

used the public library because it was too far away.

All of

the children spend much of their time working in the fields.
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David is very temperamental at home.

His mother said he was

slow in crawling and walking.
Foster
Foster's mother was shy and quiet.

She admitted her

efforts to keep her six children on any schedule were unsuccessful.

Foster and his parents slept in the living room.

The father cannot read.
or books in the home.

There are no newspapers, magazines,
There is no television set.

is the fourth child and the only son.

Foster

He spent much of his

time, with his animals, along the riverbank near his home.
Foster's mother said, "None of my children crawled and they
are all mirror readers."

After investigation at school, this

statement was found to be true for four of her six children.
Christine
Christine and two younger sisters now live with an
older sister who has three children of her ovm.
of them sleep in one bedroom.

All seven

There are no reading materials

in the home and the public library was not used.

The older

sister appeared disinterested in the children and burdened
by the care of them.

Christine's father died when she was

about two years old.

Her mother died when she was six years

old.

For about a year and a half, Christine lived with an

older brother.
home.

About four months ago she moved to her present

Christine's sister felt Christine had the most even

temperament of any of the children in the home.
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Farrel
Farrel slept in the living room.
was in the same room.
shows.

The television set

The adults often watched the late

There are no magazines or newspapers, but the family

owns one set of natural history books.

These appeared to be

the type which could be purchased at a grocery store.

The

mother had been hospitalized twice during the last few weeks.
She seemed tired and nervous during the interview.
is very temperamental at home.

Farrel

He crawled when about seven

months old and walked at ten months of age.
Summary
All of the homes showed a definite lack in the amount
of reading done by the parents or the children.

Only one

parent read more than a newspaper or an occasional magazine.
Very few reading materials were found in the majority of the
homes.

All of the mothers said the only reading the children

did was that assigned by the school teacher.

Five of the

children lived in very crowded three-room homes.
Following is the complete home interview questionnaire.
The findings are tabulated and reported after each question.

HOME INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE AND THE FINDINGS
Phzsical Aspects
1.

How many children are living in the home?
Three homes included young aunts and uncles:
Rhonda, 3; Farrel, 3; Linda, 5; Foster, 6;
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Christine, 6; Randy, 6; Jerome, 7; David, 8.
2.

What is the size of the house?
Farrel, Foster, Christine, Jerome, David-three-room house.
Rhonda, Linda, Randy--six-room house.

3.

When did the child crawl and walk?
One--slow at both, two--not known, two--average,
two--short crawling time and walked at ten months,
one--no crawling and walked at ten months.

4.

How is your child's temperament in the home?
Two--very explosive, five--average, one--very
pleasant.

5.

Is your child right or left-handed?
Eight right-handed.

6.

Are the parents or siblings right or left-handed?
Six--this group was both right and left-handed.
Two--this group was all right-handed.

7.

Where does the child sleep?
Three--bedroom with one sibling, three--living
room with parents, two--in bedroom with four
or more family members.

8.

Where is the television?
Six--living room, two--no television.

9.

Do the parents control the amount of television
viewing?
Three--yes, four--no.
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10.

What is the child's sleeping schedule?
Four--reasonable, four--no specific schedule.

11.

What are the socio-economic conditions?
Five--very low, three--low middle class.

12.

Do you live in the town or in the country?
Six--country, two--town.

Reading Atmosphere
1.

Did you read to the child when he was a pre-schooler?
Two--no, five--some, one--yes.

2.

Do you read to the child now?
Eight--no.

3.

Does the child read at home?
Two--no, four--some, two--yes.

4.

Do the parents read in the home?
Three--some, five--no.

One father and one

mother cannot read.

5.

Does the family use a public library?
Two--yes, six--no.

6.

Does the child own any books?
Two--yes, six--no.

7.

Does the family own any books?
Two--no, three-one set of information books,
one set Collier's Encyclopedia, two sets of
natural history books, three--yes.
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8.

Does the family read any magazines?
No subscriptions, three--newsstand, sometimes.

9.

Do you read a newspaper?
Two--subscribe, two--newsstand, frequently,
four--no.

CHAP~RV

ANECDOTAL RECORDS OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL PERIOD
During the ten-week period each child's reaction to
the mirrorboard, the instructor, and the total situation was
carefully noted.

Since each child had distinct and individ-

ualized reactions, each one will be reported separately in
the same order in which he appeared for instruction each
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday morning for ten weeks.

Due to

holidays and pupil absence, it ran a little longer to obtain
approximately thirty sessions per pupil.
Randy
In every session Randy seemed cooperative, quiet, and
eager to please.

He seemed almost fearful that he might not

please the teacher.

His quick, quiet entrance gave the

impression he was ready to work.

The teacher's questions were

always answered politely, but he seldom offered any independent remarks.

One week this pattern changed.

During the

time of the home interviews Randy asked many questions about
the proposed visit and seemed eager for the teacher to meet
his mother.
During the whole instructional period he read with
fewer pauses and mistakes in the mirror than he did away from
the mirror.

The amount of tension he felt, as displayed by

fidgeting, seemed to increase during the ten weeks.

The
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classroom teacher said Randy always read better for a peer
than he did for her.

Randy's mother said he did not like to

read aloud at home.

When the sessions were coming to a close,

Randy was disappointed.

He said, "Why can't we go on all

year?"
Rhonda
Rhonda always entered with her eyes traveling around
the room.

It was hard to get her to settle down to work.

The following direct quotes from Rhonda reveal her attitude
as the instruction period progressed.
Let me choose my own story.
I'm going to change books.
I've only been in here a minute.
Let me read the next story.
Don't you have any cartoon stories?
Why do we come here? I told my
teacher we were learning to read
upside down.
I want some harder words.
I wish we could all come in at once
and take turns reading.
I want a harder book.
I haven't been here long enough.
How long do we get to stay?
Let me read it silently. How long
did it take?
Are you trying to teach us to read
upside down?
Whose house have you been to?
Let me read the poem.
I know my book and I know which
page I'm on.
Can't you go faster? (flashing phrase
cards)
Don't tell me. 1 1 11 sound it out.

second week
second week
third week
third week
fourth week
fourth week
fifth week
sixth week
seventh week
eighth week
eighth week
eighth week
ninth week
ninth week
tenth week
tenth week
tenth week
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Linda
Linda would almost always sneak into the room and say
"Boo."

Sometimes she seemed tired and bored, but, neverthe-

less, she was always cooperative.

Her family moved into the

country during the instruction period, and she often made
favorable remarks about the new house.
in the mirror seemed to decrease.

Her ability to read

By the fourth week, she

could read much more quickly outside of the mirror.

Linda

was always low in comprehension work, but she could sound out
new words very well.

She did not seem to care whether she

chose her own stories or not.

In fact, this seemed to charac-

terize her attitude toward the whole experiment.
Jerome
Jerome often came in with another story to tell or
a bodily ache, pain, or infection to talk about.

He was

often hurting somewhere, and he always made quite a point
of it.

His stories often included his older brother and his

father, but those were the only two family members he ever
mentioned.

Often the reading book or phrase card would

remind him of a story.

If the furnace or lights were making

a different sound he always mentioned it.
keep him thinking about his reading.

It was hard to

Jerome chose to change

from the Sailor Jack Series to books about Indians.

By the

sixth week, his classroom teacher said he was showing much
improvement.

In the classroom, he was moved up one reading
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group.

His reading seemed to improve in the mirror, as well

as outside the mirror.

He expressed disappointment when the

sessions were coming to an end.
David
David seemed pleased to come to the instructional sessions and eager to learn; yet he would forget easily.

He was

characterized by wide fluctuations in his performance from
session to session.

He was the only one of the eight pupils

that came from a smaller, special classroom.
fourteen in his class.

There were only

The classroom teacher said some days

David did not work at all.

During the twenty-minute sessions

he always seemed to be trying and yet showed very little consistent progress.

During the whole period, he retained his

ability to read better in the mirror.

Although David has

never spoken Spanish, the foreign accent in the family seems
to affect his ability to distinguish sounds.
word attack skills.

He was low in

The sessions drew to a close and David

did not seem to mind that they drew to a close.
Foster
Foster was always extremely shy and quiet.

Sometimes

it seemed painful to him to be alone with a teacher.

The

only thing he ever volunteered was an occasional remark about
his father or his animals.
animals.

Foster had a deep love for all

He could not seem to compose a sentence from a

given word.

The teacher and Foster often sat in silence
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waiting for him to think of a sentence.

The only complete

sentence he ever composed was, "It is a small dog."

His

reading ability was about the same whether in the mirror or
outside the mirror.

The classroom teacher said the others

in Foster's reading group (lowest group) were able to progress through the basal reader more quickly than Foster.
The teacher felt this upset him.

His relief was obvious when

the sessions came to a close.
Christine
Christine seemed to enjoy being close to an adult and
liked having an adult listen to her.

She is the one pupil

who seemed to respond favorably just by being alone in a room
with an adult.

Christine liked to tell stories, but very

seldom were they about her home life.

At first she could

read much better in the mirror than she could outside the
mirror.

By the tenth week, she could read equally well

either in the mirror or outside the mirror.
chose to read the books about Indians.

Christine always

She had very few word

attack skills and did not seem to improve in this area.
of the sentences she composed were fragments.
often seemed too tired.

Christine

She had a short attention span.

When the sessions were over, Christine seemed genuinely
disappointed.

Most
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Farrel
Farrel was a very thin child and he often seemed tired.
Very often he attributed this to having his bed in the living
room where the rest of the family watched the late television
shows.

All of Farrel's family had a strong southern accent

which affected Farrel's ability to make small distinctions
between sounds.

He had very few word attack skills.

The

Sailor Jack Series really fascinated him and he laughed heartily at many of the stories.

Twice, he asked his classroom

teacher for permission to tell the story to the whole class.
Farrel could always read the book better than he could the
word cards or phrase cards.

The sentences he made up from

a given word were always lengthy and well constructed.

During

the entire instructional period, he could read more quickly
in the mirror.

Farrel often talked about his mother when

she was in the hospital.
to upset him.

Having his mother so sick seemed

At the close of the sessions the teacher told

Farrel she enjoyed having him as a pupil.
"I enjoyed it, too."

Farrel replied,

CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS OF THE TEST DATA
Pretest
On September 28, 1965, the Gates Primary Reading Test
was administered to the selected group of eight pupils.

The

principal of the Wapato Primary School administered the tests
in an environment familiar to the eight pupils.
test consisted of three parts:
reading, and paragraph reading.
shown in Table IV.

The reading

word recognition, sentence
The results of this test are

All of the classroom teachers felt this

test gave a rather high reading grade score, ie., the pupils
did not actually read at a level as high as indicated by the
measured score.
Because Linda and Rhonda scored high on this test,
advice was sought from their classroom teachers.

The class-

room teachers felt the girls were a year below their grade
level in their instructional reading level and should be
included in the group.

These two girls were tested further.

Silent and oral reading tests were administered individually
for first grade, second level; second grade, first level;
and second grade, second level (15:6-8, 21-23).

The results

of these tests showed the two girls' instructional level to
be second grade, first level.
The

classroo~

teachers of Foster, Christine, David,

TABLE IV
SCORES OF THE GATES PRDIIARY READING TESTS
· - - - .. 2

- --·----

3

Child

Rhonda

3.8

4.4

.6

3.6

3.8

.2

3.4

3.7

.3

Linda

4.1

4.4

.3

3.8

3.7

-.1

3.1

3.7

.6

Randy

2.4

3.2

.8

3.1

3.2

.1

2.77

3.4

• 73

Jerome

3.2

3.8

.6

2.8

3.6

.8

2.8

3.5

.7

Foster

2.27

2.4

.13

2.6

2.86

.26

2.3

2.77

• 47

David

2 .15

3.2

1.05

2.55

2.83

.28

2.33

2.7

.37

Farrel

2.15

2.83

.68

2.17

2.78

.61

2.3

2.78

.48

3.2

. 70

2.73

2.86

.13

2.33

3.05

.82

Christine 2.5

P. S .R.
Reading Grade
Pretest Post-test
Increase

-- -

P .P.R.
Reading Grade
Pretest Post-test
Increase

P. W.R.
Reading Grade
Pretest Post-test
Increase

1 P.P.R. - Primary Paragraph Reading.
2
P.S.R. - Primary Sentence Reading.
3P.W.R. - Primary Word Recognition.

\.>)

1..0
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and Farrel felt these pupils had an instructional reading
level of first grade, second level.
Post-tests
After the ten-week instructional period, the Gates
Primary Reading Test was again administered.

The principal

did the testing of the group of eight pupils in the same
room on December 21, 1965.

The results of the post-tests

were presented in Table IV.

The amount of reading grade

increase from the pretest was listed after each reading grade
score.

These increase figures were given as a decimal figure.

Therefore, .5 would be a half a year increase.

Since the

instructional period lasted about two and a half months, a
.25 increase would be the normal increase expected.
It should be noted that Linda and Rhonda scored one
hundred per cent on the paragraph reading and the word recognition parts of the test.

They might have scored higher on

a more advanced test.
A review of the increase column of the sentence reading test revealed that only two pupils made more than a normal
increase.

The only minus score appeared in this column.

Linda had a minus .1 because she missed one on the pretest
and two on the post-test.

As a group, the sentence reading

test showed the least amount of increase.
Two pupils showed an above normal increase in all three
parts.

Jerome had increases of .6, .8, .7, and Farrel had
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increases of .68, .61, .48.
increases on two parts.

Three pupils showed above normal

Foster showed the lowest amount of

increase, with scores of .13, .26, .47.

The only increase

figure to go over one grade level was David's score of 1.05
in the paragraph reading part.

Yet, in the other two parts

he did not show much over a normal increase.
When .25 was taken as the normal increase expected,
it was found that fifteen of the total twenty-four increase
figures were well above, four were close to, while five were
below the normal increase expected.
Rhonda and Linda were again given the oral and silent
reading tests.

The second grade, first level; second grade,

second level; third grade, first level; and third grade,
second level were administered individually (15:7-10,22-25).
The results showed Linda had a second grade, second level
instructional reading level.

Rhonda showed an instructional

reading level of third grade, first level.

Linda showed an

increase from second grade, first level to second grade,
second level.

Rhonda had an increase from second grade,

first level to third grade, first level.
Summary
When all of the scores of Table IV were considered,
it was found only one pupil, Foster, did not make an above
normal, over-all increase.

Linda and rlhonda, the two pupils

with the highest reading grade scores, made slightly above a
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normal grade increase.

It should be remembered that on two

parts of the Gates Reading Test they achieved a score of one
hundred per cent.

On their other tests, -Linda showed a six

months increase in her instructional reading level and Rhonda
showed a one year increase in her instructional reading level.
.rhe remaining five pupils, Randy, Jerome, David, Farrel, and

1

Christine, all showed an over-all increase well over the normal increase of two and a half months.
all increase of five months or above.

All five had an overFoster is the only

pupil that showed no above normal increases.

CHAPTER VII
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
I.

FINDINGS

Each one of the eight pupils in this experiment was
a third grade problem reader.

The search for causative

factors led this writer to agree with the authors Bond and
Tinker.
The search for a single factor or cause of
disability has rarely proved to be sufficient.
The writers • • • strongly emphasize multiple
causation. They maintain that all but the
very mildest cases of reading disability are
caused by a composite of related conditions (3:d4).
These writers continue by saying the composite of
related conditions is unique in each individual case of
reading disability.

These causative factors are in a con-

stant state of flux.

It is felt by this writer that each

pupil in this experiment had his unique composite of related
conditions which caused his reading disabilities.

The only

causative factor which appeared in all eight of the pupils
was the evidence of a mixed lateral dominance.

The following

information about each pupil is given to illustrate the unique
set of factors which could have contributed toward the pupil's
reading disability.
Randy
For the last two years, both of Randy's parents have
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worked thirteen hours a day, six days a week.

They spent

relatively no time with their children, yet pressured them
to excel academically.

Randy showed great emotional tension

when trying to read or perform for any adult.
Rhonda
Rhonda suffered the loss of both parents at a very
young age.

For a time the maternal grandparents spoiled her.

Rhonda has had four years to make an emotional adjustment to
this situation.

She appeared to be overcoming her immaturity.

She still liked more attention than is her fair share in a
classroom of thirty.
Linda
Linda's parents placed no value on reading or upon
having reading materials for the children.
read to as a young child.

Linda was not

Her experiences are limited, and

she can only interpret the printed page in a limited way.
Jerome
Jerome gets very little attention at home as the middle
child of seven children.

The parents show a lack of interest

in the children, do not keep them on any schedule, and never
read to them.

Jerome is a quiet, shy child and will not

approach the teacher for help.
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David
The eight children in David's family spent much of
their time working in the fields.

During some seasons,

they miss school to do this work.

For several years the

mother, who cannot read, handled the family because the
father deserted them.

The emotional disturbance this caused

David is difficult to ascertain.

On some days, David seemed

too tense to do any work at school.
irritable.

He seemed nervous and

There is a decided Spanish accent in the home,

and this seems to affect David's auditory perception.
Foster
Foster is so shy it seems painful for him to relate
to a teacher.

He never speaks to a teacher above a whisper.

His experiences are limited, and he spends much time alone.
There are no reading materials in the home, and his parents
do not read.

Foster appeared to have no comfortable relation-

ship with his five sisters.

The existence of a mixed lateral

dominance appeared in four of the six children in his family.
Christine
No adult has ever really cared about Christine.
father and mother both died as alcoholics.

Her

The older sister,

with whom she lives, shows no interest in her.

She lives in

very deprived home conditions, with no schedule and no discipline.

The speech therapist is working with her on the speech

sounds of r, s, t, and th.

Because she is a quiet, shy child,
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she will never ask questions of the teacher.
Farrel
Farrel's parents appeared to place no value on any
form of education.

Farrel's vitality is constantly low from

lack of sleep and possibly lack of proper diet.

The decided

southern accent in the home hampers him in auditory discrimination.
All eight pupils shared one pedigogical factor in
common.

They did not appear to derive pleasure from the

reading experience.

The causative factors in this area were

difficult to measure, but it should be noted that Randy, David,
Foster, and Farrel said they disliked reading.

These four had

a definite sense of failure about the reading situation.

All

eight pupils never read unless it was a school requirement.
II.

CONCLUSIONS

Length of Experiment
The experiment lasted ten weeks for all eight pupils.
The instructor did not adjust the length of the instruction
period to their individual reactions and responses to the
mirror technique.
Some pupils make the internal adjustment to their
mixed lateral dominance quite early with the mirror
technique, sometimes in a matter of weeks. Other
pupils can require a matter of months before relinquishing the mirroreading board (1:60).
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At first, none of the pupils mentioned the reading
material in the mirror being different than the same reading
material outside the mirror.

In about four to five weeks,

Linda and Rhonda were complaining it was too difficult to
read in the mirror because the material was upside down or
backwards.

The time these two girls spent reading in the

mirror was lessened more each session after the fifth week.
They became definitely more efficient in reading outside the
mirror.

For these two girls a shorter experiment period

would have been adequate.
David and Foster were the other extreme.
always read with more ease in the mirror.

They could

During the whole

ten-week period there was no noticeable change in this ability.

This writer does not feel the experiment of ten weeks

was long enough to evaluate the final results of the mirror
technique with these two boys.
The efficiency of Randy and Jerome to read in the
mirror was slowly decreasing and they were becoming more
efficient in reading outside the mirror.

Christine and Farrel

also showed this transition, but to a lesser degree.

These

pupils showed they were making an internal transition with
the mirror technique, but ten weeks was not long enough to
complete it.
Possible Causes for the Increase in Reading

Abilit~

It is difficult to isolate one cause as being responsible
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for the above normal increase in reading ability which six
of the eight pupils showed after the ten weeks of instruction.
The attitude of the pupils toward reading for this
experiment appeared to be affected by the following factors.
All of the pupils responded well to having individual attention.

At first, all of the reading material was at their

recreational reading level.

They could feel successful when

reading it.
Each pupil was obtaining drill at a slower pace than
the classroom instruction provided.

There was no way to

measure how much the methods of word attack skills, used along
with the mirror technique, helped each individual pupil.
Maturation is also another variable which is known to
be occurring, but it is difficult to measure its affect on
the experiment.
Maturation is constantly occurring, and is a
variable which no statistical coefficient can
surely equate. Eliminating any important variable, as maturation, in a 'controlled experiment' increases the relative less important
value of other factors thereby increasing the
possibility of error (l:IV).
The cause for the reading increase in each pupil could
be one cause or several causes.

The composite of causes is

probably different for each pupil.
Evaluations
The many factors brought out in this chapter have shown
how complex it is to evaluate any one reading techniqueo
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An evaluation can be based on these three factors:
the major emphasis of the instructional period was the mirror
technique, six of the eight pupils showed progress in making
the transition from reading more easily in the mirror to reading more easily outside the mirror, and six of the eight
pupils made an above normal increase on two parts of the
Gates Primary Reading Test.

It appears the carefully screened

problem reader showing evidence of a mixed lateral dominance
can be helped by instruction using the mirror technique.

If

children who possessed below average intelligence, bilingual
background, physical handicap, or obvious emotional disturbance
had been included in this experiment, it might have affected
the results considerably.

Additional research needs to be

undertaken with children who possess the above mentioned
qualities.
By the end of the ten-week instructional period, it
was felt only Linda and Rhonda had made the transition to
reading outside the mirror well enough to completely relinquish the use of the mirroreading board.

The evidence points

toward a longer instructional period being more advantageous
in the majority of cases.
There is a need for additional research to evaluate
this relatively new technique.

How to incorporate the

instruction in the mirror technique with the instructional
situation found in the public schools brings forth a problem
that is not, as yet, solved.
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Six of the eight children showed an above normal
increase in reading on the Gates Primary Reading Tests.
Only two showed a complete transition to reading outside
the mirror, four seemed to have a partial transition, and
two showed no evidence of any transition.

That is, the last

two mentioned could always read better in the mirror.

The

result of this seems to be that we need more research in
isolating what cluster of variables the problem reader
should possess to be able to profit from the mirroreading
board technique.
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APPENDIX

GATES PRIMARY READING TEST

TYPE PPR

For Grade 1 and Grade 2 (First Half)

FORM 1

Type PPR. Paragraph Reading
BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS

•

TEACHERS COLLEGE

525· West !20th Street, New York 27, N. Y.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Copyright, 1958, by Arthur I. Gates

Write your name here .................................................................................................................................... .
How old are you? ........................................When is your birthday?.. .. ..... ........ ................................. ............. .
School. ............................................................... Grade ..... ................... Date .. .... .. .. ... ... ... ...... ... ... ... ................. .

1. Put an X on the ball.

3. Draw a line under the little
book.
..,,,.~~

A ' .t;to

~~'-'

;~~~~rt;:.
'

/'. ."
'

2. Put an X on the milk
bottle.

4. Draw a line from the pig
to the tree.

To the teacher: Detailed instructions for administering and scoring this test are given in the Manual (incl uded in each test package).
Number tried ............................... ..... (possible 26)
Reading grade ............................... .

Raw score (number of sentences correct) ......... .......................
Reading age ................................

Be sure to signal STOP at the end of 20 minutes.
Printed in U.S.A.

M

0 -~
-=,,-l
'~~~b --=-

W

...

(

·~ l
-,.J

6. Put an X on the big dog
with the bone.

1. Put an X on the man.

5

2

rrd~

5

2. Put an X on the little 5.

\. e00- w

~~~A

~

7. Put an X on the boat.
\, LI,/
-:::--0''-;:"
~
-~
~--/1/' 1'\

3. Draw a line under the
white dress.

~

~'\J)
~

4. Draw a line under the dog
that is sleeping.

~~

8. Draw a line under the dark
cloud in the sky.

~w~
9. Draw a line under the tiny
bear.

·- -

-

-=-

5. Put an X on one of the
kittens.

-

£
-

,...r-

q

-::::::::::...

_--=-

10. Put an X on the big ship
at sea.

0
11.

Put an X on the dog which is
leaping through the hoop.

15. Here are some toys for children.
Draw a line under one toy that you
think most girls would like best.

12. The father told the boy to put
his pony in the barn. Draw a line
from the pony to the barn.

16. One of these three things can
take you to camp. Draw a line
under it.

13. Here are three ways of writing
"drum." Draw a line under the one
you think is good writing.

14. A teacher told the boy to jump
into the water for the ball. Draw a
line from the boy to the ball.

17. What would a little boy put on
to go sledding? Put an X on what the
little boy would put on.

18. These boys are at their school
picnic. They are running a race. Draw
a line around the one who is leading
in the race now.

19. The campers are gathering wood.
They will cook their first meal in the
woods. Each night a different boy
lights the fire. Draw a line under the
boy who is lighting the fire.

23. "Put your bicycle in the garage,"
said Father to the boy. Draw a line
from the bicycle to the place where
the bicycle may be put.

-=--~ ~
~- ~\- - -

~
-

20. It is another rainy day.
children are going to school.
came in the school bus. They
umbrellas and rubber boots. Put
on the place they are going.

The
They
have
an X

21. Our house needs to be painted.
My father will paint it himself in
September. Make an X on the store
to which he would go to buy paint.

if If

la

If

·, 0

I

!

i

~

22. A child was told to hang his coat
,. ; on the hook between the windows.
· Look for the place where his coat
should hang, and put an X on it.

.

24. The guard told the children they
must not go into the water when it
was rough. It would not be safe. They
could go swimming when it was
smooth. Make an X on the picture of
the water they must not go in.

25. This boy was very happy. He
had saved a dollar to buy his mother
a plant for her birthday. He found a
store where they sold plants. Find
the thing the boy had saved and
mark it with an X.

ED

C9

26. The children had saved' their
pennies to build a doghouse for their
puppy. While in the store, they saw
some bright collars. They bought a
collar instead. Draw a line under the
thing the children bought. ~·

TYPE PWR
FORM 1

GATES PRIMARY READING TEST
For Grade 1 and Grade 2 (First Half)

Type PWR. Word Recognition

(d;'\

I \.5)

BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS

•

TEACHERS COLLEGE

525 West 120th Street, New York 27, N. Y.

•

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Copyright, 1958, by Arthur I. Gates

Write your name here .................................................................................................................................... .
How old are you? ........................................When is your birthday? ............................................................... .
School. ............................................................... Grade ........................ Date ................................................... .

3.

did

egg

may

make

dog

two

come

milk

4.

be

bed

horse

play

bag

she

hose

house

To the teacher: Detailed instructions for administering and scoring this test are given in the Manual (induded in each test package).
Number correct............................... .

Number wrong ............................... .

Number tried .................................. (possible 48)

Raw score (correct minus 'V3 wrong) ................................

Reading grade .............................. ..

Reading ag.e ................................

Be sure to signal STOP at the end of 15 minutes.
8·641lOOM

Printed in U.S.A.

1.

9.

bed

bag

keep

sleds

fly

not

sleep

trees

2.

10.

red

put

not

nut

cow

can

now

put

s,

11.

boy

bat

four

were

pan

get

bear

fire

just

lunch

4.

.

]Ump

~..\ill...,~. . ~~~

garden

geese

. ~~
....~~~
~.?~~c:i~"~~ garage

poison

~~~ ... ·~@"'121·•,,._

sheep

5.

~.ioc=>-

13.

coat

cook

read

book

hat

rain

.

hide
ride

------------- -- ----

6.

mitten kitchen
knife

14.

kitten

7.

a.

12.~

15.

"'O,,,,
\

/
/1

I

pony

play

your

say

I/
"

l '"'

water

watch

paper

gates

coat

door

flower

floor

16.

sea
ten

sun

lettuce

better

fan

letter

little

17.

.

pencil

piano

face

from

penny

funny

hard

farm

26.

18.

check

lunch

shop

shot

child

church

drop

stop

27.

19.

funny

fairy

play

start

softly

family

star

rats

---- --- - - rock
cock

28.

20.

winds
winter

window

root

throw

clock

29.

21.

fruit

from

suit

fresh

potato porridge

.,
30.

red

sea

see

he

tortoise pancake

.

going
wanting

liking

good

31.

turkey

ten

turtle

turned monkey

pan

paint

than

32.

24.

let

out

take

rats

.

leg

rake

lake

pig

~·

33.

sail

nest , ,

mail

nail · 1 1

•

-

I

~

34
•

,,...--.._

~ ·.,;-.,··

35.

~

r

sleep

sheep

ships

shine .11

11

~

.

south

teeth

teach

teeny

stick

break

bridge

~

neat

neck

/_\...

need

deck

~~· plant

skate

_./

~

.

brick

-

~

\.~0-.! /.

~

plate

plane

wagon

waves

'

--------J

t

~

36.

l~L;J

lI 43.

I,)

~k-

42

~
"-

r---=?1E:i

41.

-

44.

smell
smoke

smile
sell

wigwam without

~·
~-

~~~~~~~~

37.

lift;

1011

climb

class . .

--- , ___._._

IJ

limb
--

38.

'ff{!

..a -

store

soup

I ~~)

clean . .

, .

~ I·

~

•

,, -- rope
~

stick .

some

soap

cocoa

corner

cover

river

land

limb

lamp

lamb

wore

word

lord

wood

1

story
~

---

~

more

'

,~,

39.

47.

1

~

turkey monkey
turtle

~

JM ~

~fl.,~~}&....

trouble
.' --

~

A

4

band

store ~

start

stand

11

stop

GATES PRIMARY READING TEST

TYPE PSR'

For Grade 1 and Grade 2 (First Half)

FORM 2

Type PSR. Sentence Reading
BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS

TEACHERS COLLEGE

525 West 120th Street, New York 27, N. Y.

•

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Copyright, 1958, by Arthur I. Gates

Write your name here .. .......... ............ ................................................... ...... ...... ... ..... .. .... ... ....... ..... .. .. .. ...... .... .
How old are you? ......... .... ...... ...... ...... .........When is your birthday?............ ....................................................
School. ..... ........... ....... .. .. .... ... .. ..... ..... .. .... ....... .....Grade ..... .... ..... .... ...... Date ........ ... ...... ... ... ............. .... .... ....... .

.

This

lS

This

lS

This

lS

.
.

A

a man.
a girl. II
a dog . Ill

;

~

fJt
.

'

(1~

lii ~
.J

.. 1

The girl has a book.
The dog is black. II
This is a little boy. m

To the teacher: Detailed instructions for cdministering a nd scoring this test are given in the Manual (included in each test packag e ).
Number tried ..... ..... .......................... (possible 45)
Reading grade ............................... .
Be sure to signal STOP at the end of 1 S minutes.

Raw score (number of sentences co rrect)............................... .
Reading age ...... ......................... .

Printed in U.S.A.

,.

~

This is a boat. I
This is a chair. II
This is a stamp. Ill

.·- ~-

~
~\'
f
(
,
t
~&
~
~V.ifi11
-~
~- ~
~iL ~-D..

The baby has a rattle. I

....

~

~ .

The children are eating. II

V-'

v:;i

The house has a
chimney. Ill

~ . -.....~'
g wa '!Jj ·?.:.
=
~.: ~··~-

-

-=>.

~...,,~-.

v,

~~'f

'-m
·_.

~
~df ( = ...-.----._
~

' ""

. ~~£ 1

-

....
.-..-i_ ~

~

The baby eats. I
The pony runs. II

fr§d

The baby sleeps. Ill

~

The bowl is white. I
The boy has an ax. II

:'
' -<

~~

- -~

~··

~l/

4

~ ~~Ji

The girl has a butterfly. Ill
The men are on the top of
the mountain. I
The postman carries the
mail. II
The goat stands near that
bridge. Ill

;

I

. .. .,

,~,,

~~~}~~~'

~~~'\'t''~'.""'
-.... . . . ,.!.
.
~~

:~ r-1"---,=r

-~~
;J p.TS:_!ift,
-~·r.
.~ ~·
~r:,

• ..J•," .

-Jll,l ~-~

""-

·c'

~

~

. r1

.

The teacher has a
valentine. I
- The boys like to climb. II
This bottle is full of
milk. Ill
, The water is cold. I
The watch is broken. II
The robin is flying. Ill

The chick eats corn.
The colt is in the
pasture. II
The sun is rising. Ill
Here is a nice fountain.
. This donkey has a
blanket. II
The postman has a
letter. Ill
This is a happy birthday
party. I
The policeman is holding
the dog. II
This is a frozen chocolate
pudding. IH

-

Jt:t~

~~

,

'

......
This is a broom.
This is a kite. II
This is a face. Ill

~

The woman has a pen.

r.

'

\

This is a picture of a
papoose. II

~~

This is a picture of a
telephone. Ill

I

~

-=-~
.

'

,~'
~r
·-,

This cook works in the
kitchen. I

..i::··

This cupboard should be
in the kindergarten. II

~

~~
.
~Q

This is a dozen oranges. Ill
This bell hangs in the
church. I
This newspaper costs five
cents. II
This sailor sounds the
alarm. Ill

:•r·'

-4iJ
;,,,~"

t;:="-1 _1~1

>

I

_,-, ~ v·~

~~
}

:.

.

This is a sandy beach.
Here is a doctor visiting
a sick baby. II
The grasshopper is
jumping. m
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